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BLOUSE „MĖJA“
 

Romantic shirt type blouse with

button closure, complete with

tiny ruffles along each sleeve

and hem. This beautiful and

comfortable top is perfect

combining with same colour

linen trousers Elzė. 

 

Available in  colours – beige,

bordeaux, moss green.

  

Sizes available: 36-54



BLOUSE „SAIDA“

Available in colours: 

light blue, moss green,

mustard.

Sizes available: 

36-54

Elegant style accents

femininity, also it is great choice

under any jacket during

summer

Decorative stitch in front of the

blouse gives a fresh new look

and impression of luxury. 

 Sleeves of comfortable length

will fit any figure.

 



SHIRT „RUGILĖ“
Made from pure linen, this

elegant long-sleeved shirt is

a wardrobe classic that will

keep you cool on warmer

days. Comfortable regular fit,

with crisp collared neck and

a button-through fastening.

With a longer length and a

soft, easy drape, our garment

dyed linen shirts are summer

essential. 

 
Available in colours: 

white, mustard, moss

green.

Sizes available: 

36-54 



DRESS „SIGITA“
 Absolute customer’s favourite.

Elegant yet versatile, suitable

for both fancy dinners and

casual weekends. Features

short sleeves, handy side

pockets, shirt-like neckline

and decorative waist line. Solid

colours makes the dress even

more ideal for all of your

upcoming special events.

 

Available in  colours:

brown and nude, rustic and

brown Sizes available: 36-54



DRESS „ELENA“

Available in colours:

natural, red, blue.

The softest linen dress is

suited for everyday wearing,

yet the perfect fitting

silhouette will never make you

feel colourless.

Mid-long sleeves, classic

neckline, tight fitting shape,

and two side pockets - these

are the details that will let you

feel comfortable all day long.

Sizes available: 

36-54



DRESS „SMILTĖ“
This unique medium length

linen dress is an office queen.

With full button closure, in-

seam belt, handy side pockets

and mockneck will fill any

figure type. Solid colours are

summer or early autumn

essentials. 

 

Available in colours: 

 yellow, brown.Sizes available: 

36-54



DRESS „BARBORA“
A timeless,  classic silhouette,

subtly elegant loose fit linen

midi dress. Suitable for both

casual and formal occasions.

Uneven hem - slightly shorter

in front and finished with

pockets, side slits, and

decorative buttons at the

back.

Available in colours:  

red, honey, blue

Sizes available: 

36-54



DRESS „LUNA“
Fashion is about comfort and

this three-layer long dress is

just that. Go for this flared

design dress that comes with 

 button fastening and loose

tiered silhouette and

mockneck line.

 This light linen ruffled dress is

ready to spend even the

hottest days with you - just

unwind the sleeves with

comfortable fastening.

Available in colours: 

anthracite, rustic, nude,

moss green.

Sizes available: 

36-54 



DRESS „VESTA“
This dress designed with

polka dots will fulfil every

lady needs. It is perfect for

any summer occasions.

Styled with classic neckline,

two side pockets and triple

ruffles bottom, this dress is

absolute feminine must have

of summer.

Available in colours: 

natural, yellow

Sizes available: 

36-46



TROUSERS „ELZĖ“

Available in colours: 

moss green, cherry
Sizes available: 

36-54

Pop from home to party with no fuss

in this pair of versatile linen trousers.

Self-tie waistband that is

comfortable and easy to pull on, the

fine colours makes them smart. The

medium-rise waist and loose, wide-

leg fit gives a relaxed edge that can

be dressed up in an instant with any

shoes of your choice.



SHORTS „ROKAS“
Regular fit type, lengthier, with

elastic and drawstring waist

theses shorts are perfect for

the beach or travel.

Coming with side lower

pockets and two back pockets

they are an essential

indulgence for summer.

 

Available in light and dark

blue

Sizes available: 

S-2XL
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